Getting There: Airport Catania to Forza d’Agrò

The ride from Catania’s airport Fontanarossa to Forza d’Agrò offers great opportunities to get used to
the amiable Mediterranean driving style of the Sicilians – and their peculiar traffic routing.
(Rental cars are available directly at the airport; find an overview on rental companies at the airport here. We recommend
booking ahead though, eg. via internet agencies like CarDelMar oder Sunnycars.)
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Leaving the airport area, you will pass a roundabout and soon reach a second, mildly confusing small
roundabout at a T junction [1]. Turn left here.
(If you accidentally turn right here instead, turn around at the next roundabout with the airplane in
the middle and track back. If you prefer to follow the signs into Catania instead, well… good luck.)
Turn right at the following roundabout [2]. Drive on the ramp and keep left twice [3], always
following the “autostrade” sign. On the motorway, follow “autostrade A18”, and after 3.5 kms turn
right [4] towards “A18 Messina”. You are now on the Catania bypass, the “tangenziale CT”. After
some 17 kms you reach the toll station where you draw a ticket. You are now driving on the
autostrada A18 to Messina.
40 kms later you will pass through the tunnel „San Antonio“ – and under Taormina. The turn-off
Taormina is already announced, go to the right lane early. Be very cautious, the turn-off is located
immediately before the next tunnel and consists of a very narrow right hand bend [5], stick strictly to
the required 40 kph!
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Here’s the toll booth where you pay. Right behind that, keep
right and follow the sign “mare SS114”. You pass underneath
the ramp to Taormina [6] and find yourself at another Tjunction where you turn left, again, direction Messina –
Letojanni – Forza d’Agrò. Follow the coast road [7], parallel
to the motorway, for 7.5 kms to the north, drive past Mazzeo
and Letojanni, to finally reach Capo Sant’Alessio, a looming
rock with a castle to your right. If you look into the
mountains to your left before, you will already see Forza
d’Agrò in the distance on top of the same ridge – yet not
necessarily from its most charming side.

At Capo Sant’Alessio, right on the height of the castle, turn
left towards Forza d’Agrò and follow the winding mountain
road for 4kms uphill, until you reach the town entrance. One
more sharp bend and you’re right in the thick of it: to your
left you’ll find the tiny village petrol station [8], behind it a
large square with spectacular views towards Taormina and
Mount Etna, and two restaurants. To your right, another restaurant.
Here’s where you have to decide if you want to drive through the village, which is recommendable if
you have a lot of luggage to unload, and your car isn’t too large and would get stuck in this truly
narrow “thoroughfare” (rather an alleyway). In this street there are no parking possibilities! Or, if you
prefer to take the “circonvallazione” (also a bit exaggerated: “bypass road”), which would lead you to
a parking lot some 150m away from the house.

Alimentari
„Scandurra
Carmela“

via Federico
II, 2
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Through the village: At the petrol station [8], keep driving straight, across a piazzetta
with parking cars and in a right bend into the village. You now are on the church square [9] where
the “Godfather” Al Pacino held his wedding ceremony. On the church square, turn left and follow “via
Santissima Annunziata”, ignoring the small access street to your right which leads back to the
“circonvallazione”. Follow via SS. Annunziata for a while, passing a small restaurant to your left and a
small grocery store to your right, another open square with sea view to your right, until you see
another grocery store “Alimentari Scandurra Carmela” to your right. Right here, the small via Portello
forks off to the left. You already see our house [10] on the left side. This street is commonly blocked
by a parking car. You follow the main street for some 20 m more instead, to a small spot to the right
of a stairway [11], where you can stop the car to unload. Take the steps leading back up to via
Portello, and follow the footpath “via Federico II” [12] ahead for some more steps, until you see the
entrance to n° 2 (on the back of the house) to your left with a small water basin to its right. You’ve
arrived.
Along the „circonvallazione“: At the petrol station [8], take a sharp turn right (hair pin
bend) and drive past a set of restaurants and the pharmacy. Follow the ring road (which is called first
„viale delle Rimembranze“ and later „via Belvedere“) for 1 km in several bends around the town, until
you almost left it. On your left side above you there is a monstrous steel safety net against falling
rocks, which has been built some years ago after a rock slide which has wrecked a couple of cars,
luckily no persons were harmed. Yes, this is where you park your car. Track back some meters, where
the town thoroughfare “via SS. Annunziata” runs steeply upwards. Follow this street for some 100 m
and you’ll reach the little spot near the grocery store mentioned above with the steps [11] leading
(now right) up to via Portello.
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